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About This Game

FINGER-FLIPPIN’, POWERFUL PINBALL!

No room for a pinball machine? So what! With DREAM PINBALL 3D you can transform your PC or console into 6 different,
multilevel, 3D pinball machines!

Clever gameplay, plus balls made of different materials – and each material has special ballistic properties that affect how those
balls roll! A cutting edge engine gets the best out of this classic game’s optics and acoustics, including state-of-art particle
technology, HDR and multiplayer 3D sound – and you get true pinball feeling, with a visible tilt function and the fantastic

“Motion Blur” effect!

Hook factor guaranteed!

KEY FEATURES:

6 pinball machines with different themes: Knight Tournament, Monstercastle, Underwater World, Dino Wars, Spinning
Rotors AND the “Fantasy” pinball machine, linked to “Two Worlds”!

Balls made of 6 different materials - steel, ivory, oak, walnut, marble and gold, all with different ballistic properties!

Multiball feature with 3 balls and 7different camera positions!
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State-of-the-art Particle and Motion Blur effects and brilliant lighting effects thanks to latest HDR technology

Individual sound effects, with speech recordings and music for every pinball machine

Multiplayer mode for up to 4 pinballers
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Title: Dream Pinball 3D
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
ASK Homework
Publisher:
Topware Interactive ACE
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP2 / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:2.0 GHz Single Core

Memory:1 GB RAM

Graphics:Shader 1.3 graphics card with 128 MB

Hard Drive:900 MB HD space

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Internet connection is needed to upload highscore

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Hungarian,Czech
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General (normal) setting is not balanced.. Fans of this game been living all their life living in a cucks paradise. What trash. For
THREE GAMES Squenix tried to force this Mary Sue on us and we still hate her. These lightning games did irreparable damage
to the FF franchise.. HOLY CRAP THE MUSIC RULES

Also: Vector graphics +++ Woot. This is one of the easier AGEOD games to get into, there's still so much nuance however. It's
best to start in the Italian Scenario and be able to consistently win on both sides before expanding your view outward to the
grander campaigns.

This game is really worth picking up if you wish to learn of the history and military strategy of the day, though it is brought
down by the ancient engine it is used on. Fortunately, Slitherine has confirmed this is the last AGEOD game on this engine, as a
new one is in the works, which is what we should all be looking out for. Either way, this is a great game to add to your
selection.. Love it, would love a muliplayer league though ;D. It's a decent twin stick shooter but suffers from becoming a little
tedious very quickly.

Too much backtracking and the upgrade system is very basic but works ok.

I'll give it a thumbs up, try it if you are looking for something to pass time with. There are definitely better ones out there.
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I would recommend this , strong puzzles and very addicting. Lmao at the democrats downvoting this game.. I love this game.
But I hate how this girl keeps on spending my money and getting fat every time i give her free time, but other then that it's a
great game. it's a really good improvement on princess maker 2 to have the father have different professions. These professions
are really important to your starting stats, your daughters beginning disposition and the jobs she can do, and her
birthdate/astronomy stats. I had a scorpio daughter whose father was a retired knight and her starting stats were nowhere as good
as the scorpio daughter with the father being a performer. plus her delinquency disposition made her do better in the mines so i
got a good deal of money in know time. It seems when the fathers have lowly professions the daughter has high stamina and low
intelligence and such. But of course with retired knight and the better professions they have higher refinement and charisma.
being i like the different stratagies you have to use. I just wish there was adventuring like in PM2. It was a good way to get extra
money, unlock other endings, and get items you wouldn't find elsewhere. One other complaint are the festivals. I love having
festivals because it's a way to win extra money. But who ever wins the festival can be random. I have to save before a festival
and reload and reload till i make sure she wins. Because even if her stats are high if her randomized competitors are someone
like Patricia, or Anita, then she's not going to win against them. I also wish there were more endings. But still this is a great
game i love it.. Didn't enjoy it, it's aged badly.

> First six hours had barely any lore (which is what the game is meant to be loved for).
> The guns are like Half-Life [1998] except HL was made years before Bioshock 1 [2007].
> It gives you a camera in a gun slot, rather than an alternative keybind.
> It expects you to "know things", ie, handing you alternative bullets then doesnt tell you what they are for, until hours have
gone by and you would have really liked that knowledge prior when it was needed, etc.

Game has just "aged". I understand the newer games might have awesome lore, but for me, if I can't see the origins of a game I
wont stick with the franchise just because it "might get good" at some point.

As its personal preference, I'm not willing to take the risk. I played this because i like noir as a genre. I studied it in high school,
and favour myself as a form of femme fatale, especially in video games. Some of the storyline leaps in this, I thought were
great. The setting, showing deviant culture as a form of semi-normality, etc. Science being morally questioned, in terms of
"where we will take it", alongside potentialities of boosting the parasympathetic nervous system (ie having powers, the "I yawn,
you yawn", system of the body that does things "beyond"\/para) and etc. But how the actual gameplay was pulled off
ALONGSIDE the severe lack of lore I didn't like.

> Example; the respawn mechanic taking away your acquired things that you have used would be fine. Ie, you resurrect in your
last saved spot but minus anything you have used since. So if you die on a boss fight and used 5 health restores which you started
with, when you resurrect you come back with none of those and have to fight the boss again with 0 health restores. Making the
entire game... severely punishing. Which may be fine, except mobs respawn also). So you also have all those mobs in the few
rooms to get back to the boss also. You might have used 7 health packs and 2 energy packs the first time, and now you are
expected to use 0 and do the same thing again. That kind of thing...
> The gunplay itself, is also not great. Very basic, the only alteration is different forms of bullets that they throw at you before
explaining hours later, in that each mob has weaknesses and resistences to certain bullets. Which should have been a popup as
soon as you picked up each new type, etc. Its impossible to take down a Rosie with normal bullets, you HAVE to know the
mech's weaknesses to make it manageable, or you get bullet-dry. They tell you after a few hours (after facing 2-4 Rosie's on
your own without that knowledge and having the worst time of your life) then get the knowledge and can steam-roll them kind
of. It's just frustrating.

I just found the game clunky. I get its a cult game. I get it. I gave it six hours because of that fandom. But I've played quite a few
of the games from that time and prior now. Games that I have enjoyed and feel aged well into their newer versions. I do not feel
Bioshock as a franchise "sold me" on their first game.. Quick, easy and good quality. Lots of training videos on youtube. This
software delivers.. finished in less the 20 mins spend 6 mins on the ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ due to how bad it was! Refunded. Good game,
though there is much work to do.
Highly recommended for MMO-fans, even if you are not sure, if this is for you or not.
Try it out, you won't regret it.
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